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Visual Autonomous Road Following by Symbiotic Online Learning
Kristoffer Öfjäll1 , Michael Felsberg1 and Andreas Robinson1

Abstract— Recent years have shown great progress in driving
assistance systems, approaching autonomous driving step by
step. Many approaches rely on lane markers however, which
limits the system to larger paved roads and poses problems
during winter. In this work we explore an alternative approach
to visual road following based on online learning. The system
learns the current visual appearance of the road while the
vehicle is operated by a human. When driving onto a new
type of road, the human driver will drive for a minute while the
system learns. After training, the human driver can let go of the
controls. The present work proposes a novel approach to online
perception-action learning for the specific problem of road following, which makes interchangeably use of supervised learning
(by demonstration), instantaneous reinforcement learning, and
unsupervised learning (self-reinforcement learning). The proposed method, symbiotic online learning of associations and regression (SOLAR), extends previous work on qHebb-learning in
three ways: priors are introduced to enforce mode selection and
to drive learning towards particular goals, the qHebb-learning
methods is complemented with a reinforcement variant, and a
self-assessment method based on predictive coding is proposed.
The SOLAR algorithm is compared to qHebb-learning and
deep learning for the task of road following, implemented on a
model RC-car. The system demonstrates an ability to learn to
follow paved and gravel roads outdoors. Further, the system is
evaluated in a controlled indoor environment which provides
quantifiable results. The experiments show that the SOLAR
algorithm results in autonomous capabilities that go beyond
those of existing methods with respect to speed, accuracy, and
functionality.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Learning to drive a car is a challenging task, both for
a human and for a computer. Humans perceive their environment dominantly by vision and the interplay between
visual attention and driving has been subject to many studies,
e.g. [1]. Most approaches to autonomous vehicles employ
a wide range of different sensors [2], [3], [4] and purely
vision-based systems are rare, e.g. ALVINN [5] some twenty
years ago, and more recently DeepDriving [6]. The advantage
of vision-based systems is that those systems will react
to the same events as a human driver. This reduces the
risk of surprising actions due to events perceivable only by
either the human or the computer driver. Further, all primary
information in traffic is designed for visual sensing, such as
signs, traffic lights, road markings, other traffic and so on.
One challenge for purely vision-based systems is the
diverse appearance of roads. A small selection of roads is
shown in Fig. 1, and although the selection is limited to roads
encountered by the authors in a small part of the world, visual
appearance varies greatly. Further, driving actions must be
adaptive to road conditions and passenger preferences.
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Fig. 1. A selection of different roads encountered by the authors within a
small region of the earth.

Fig. 2.

The autonomous road following system during night.

To accommodate all driving conditions that may be encountered, we propose a novel symbiotic online learning road
following system, which is to be seen as a complement to
existing driving assistance systems. If the existing system
fails to identify the road because it is of unknown type, the
human driver demonstrates driving on the new type of road
for a while. When sufficient training data has been acquired,
control can be handed over to the system seamlessly. This
also enables the system to learn the appropriate driving style
from the human driver. Here, the importance of an online
learning system is apparent. As soon as sufficient training
data has been collected, the system should be operational.
Many approaches to vision-based autonomous driving rely
on specific features of the road such as lane markers and
modular systems usually contain a specific lane detector.
DeepDriving learns a direct mapping from image to lane
position offline [6]. In contrast, the proposed system learns to
follow arbitrary types of roads by means of online learning.
This is demonstrated in the supplementary video1 where the
system learns to drive along a forest path at night. After
some additional training, the system is able to drive along a
1 Supplementary
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paved road, Fig. 2.
An issue with learning a direct mapping from image to
control signals is pointed out in [6]: human drivers may
take different decisions in similar situations. For instance,
if a moose appears straight ahead, the driver may evade
the moose either to the left or to the right. This requires
using a learning system with multi modal output capability,
i.e. multiple hypotheses for actions. The learning system
proposed here outputs, for each input frame, a representation
of the conditional distribution of control signals given the
current visual input. This distribution may have multiple
modes, one for turning left and one for turning right in the
moose case. Most machine learning algorithms are unimodal
in this respect, the output is one number that is the mean of
the outputs encountered in association with similar inputs
during training. In the moose case, a unimodal learning
system will generate the mean response, straight ahead, and
crash into the moose.
Earlier approaches to learning visual autonomous road
following have used Learning from Demonstration for training [7]. This is efficient during the early stages, where
alternative approaches such as random exploration are demanding both with respect to time and cars. However, the
performance of the trained system is inherently limited to
the performance demonstrated in the training data. With
an analogy to the world of athletics, top athletes perform
better than their coaches. While learning from demonstration
is effective during the early years, some other method of
training will be required for the athlete to progress beyond
the level of the coach. Evidently it is simpler to provide
performance feedback than it is to provide demonstration.
In machine learning, this path leads towards reinforcement
learning. Further, a coach should have the possibility to
influence the general direction while leaving detailed and
final decisions to the athlete, i.e. imposing soft priors.
Motivated by human vision and learning, we present
an online regression learning system similar to qHebb [7]
but extending the capability of learning from demonstration
with learning from performance feedback, both external and
internal. Furthermore, we implement higher level control of
the system by means of soft priors. The present system
controls both steering and throttle, whereas the system [7]
controlled only steering.
Applied to autonomous road following, the system is
capable of driving an autonomous model car around a track
with previously unknown layout and appearance after a total
learning time in the order of a minute. With performance
feedback, the system learns to perform better than the level
of the demonstration. Using soft priors, the system can be
directed to make appropriate turns at intersections while
staying on the road also if a turn prior is applied at a
straight section of road. Further, with an assumption that
the road appearance is similar along the road, the system
can generate its own performance feedback, thus leading to
self-reinforcement learning.
Learning from demonstration, learning from performance
feedback and imposing a prior can be used interchangeably

and at any time, thus providing a more intuitive HumanMachine Interface (HMI). Earlier artificial learning systems
have used a single type of learning to which the teacher
had to adapt. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
demonstration of an online learning autonomous visual road
following system where the teacher can, in every instance
and at her own discretion, choose the most appropriate
modality for training.
Section II presents a more formal problem formulation
and previous work on which the present system builds upon.
Section III presents our contributions beyond [7], such
as the possibility to impose soft priors (e.g. navigational
information from GPS) and biases, external feedback (e.g.
from a human driver or from a traffic safety system), internal
feedback (here from road predictive coding) and predicting
joint steering–throttle control signals (in contrast to only
predicting steering). Experiments and results are presented
in section IV and section V concludes the paper.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION AND P REVIOUS W ORK
The general problem that we consider in this work is to
learn a mapping M : Rm → Rn , ξ 7→ M(ξ), mapping
visual input ξ to vehicle control M(ξ). The mapping is to
be learned online from samples (ξj , {ηj |rj |∅}), where the
notation {ηj |rj |∅}) indicates that either the desired output
ηj (learning from demonstration), or performance feedback
rj (good, neutral or bad), or no external input ∅, is provided
with the visual input ξj for video frame j. The learned
mapping is based on a non-parametric representation of the
joint distribution of the input ξj , and output ηj .
The evaluation described in Sect. IV is performed on an
RC-car control task. For this purpose, a racing-level electric
RC-car is equipped with USB interfaces for read-out and
control, as well as with a PointGrey USB camera on a
rotation platform for steering the gaze with the steering
direction. The control space is steering and speed control,
i.e., n = 2, and the input is a Gist feature vector [8], [9]
with m = 2048 dimensions (4 scales, 8 orientations and
8 × 8 spatial channels). Demonstration is provided by a
human via remote control. Demonstration mode is left by
using a switch on the remote control and the car is then
in autonomous driving mode. In this mode, reinforcement
feedback is provided using the throttle controller and turn
priors by the steering wheel.
Similar to [7], both input data and output data are channel
encoded (see subsequent section) and the mapping M is
learned as an associative mapping. The control signals are
extracted from the associative mapping results by channel
decoding (see Sect. II-B).
A. Channel Encoding
The channel representation, briefly introduced here, is an
essential part of the considered learning system. For further
details, we refer to more comprehensive descriptions [10],
[11], [12]. The idea of channel representations [10] is to
encode values (e.g. image features, pose angles, speed levels)
in a channel vector, i.e., performing a soft quantization of

For the present problem, each Gist feature is represented
with 7 channel coefficients and the resulting channel vectors
are concatenated, resulting in a vector with 14336 elements.
The control signals are encoded in a 7 × 8 outer product
channel representation. Steering signal magnitude is mapped
1
by s 7→ s 2 prior to encoding and the inverse function is
applied after decoding, resulting in higher resolution close
to zero steering angle.
(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. Channel representation for orientation data [7]. (a) distribution of
orientation data (blue) with two modes (green) and mean value (red). (b)
kernel functions (thin) used for soft quantization; kernel functions weighted
with sum of channel coefficients (bold).

the value domain using a kernel function. If several values
are drawn from a distribution, are encoded and the channel
vectors are averaged, an approximation to the density function is obtained by combining the kernel functions weighted
by the average channel vector coefficients, cf. Fig. 3. This
is similar to population codes [13], [14], soft/averaged histograms [15], or Parzen estimators. Major difference to the
latter is that the kernels are regularly spaced, making the
readout computationally more efficient, and compared to the
former two, channel representations allow proper maximum
likelihood extraction of modes [16]. This improved efficiency
has been shown, e.g., for bilateral filtering [11], [17] and
visual tracking [18], [19].
In the present work, the kernel function
b(ξ) =

2
cos2 (πξ/3)
3

for |ξ| < 3/2

and 0 otherwise
(1)
is used. The channel vector x := C(ξ) := (x1 , x2 . . . , xK )T
is computed from K shifted copies of the kernel, with a
spacing of 1: xk = b(αξ −β −k) are the channel coefficients
corresponding to ξ (scaled by α and shifted by β to lie in
a suitable range, both are determined beforehand). Requirements on the kernel function are discussed in e.g. [16].
In case of multidimensional data with independent components, all dimensions are encoded separately and the
resulting vectors are concatenated. If independence cannot
be assumed, vectorized outer products of channel vectors are
formed (Kronecker product), similar to joint histograms [20].
Memory requirements are kept low by sparse data structures
and finite support of the kernel.

B. Associative Learning and Channel Decoding
Associative learning has first been introduced as an offline
learning method for finding the linkage matrix C, such that
C(η̂j ) = ŷj = Cxj = CC(ξj ) represents the mapping
η̂j = M(ξj ) by means of channel representations [21]. Note
that the linear mapping ŷj = Cxj corresponds to a large
class of non-linear mappings M = C † ◦C◦C, due to the nonlinear channel decoding C † . The distribution representation
of the output ŷ is essential for representing multi-modal
(many-to-many) mappings. This approach has later been
extended to online learning [22], [12] using gradient descent
where different norms and non-negativity constraints have
been evaluated. A Hebbian inspired approach was later
presented [7] with online update of the linkage matrix
1
(2)
Cj = (1 − γ)Cqj−1 + γDqj q ,
with Dj = yj xT
j being the outer product of input and
output channel encoded training data. The scalar parameters
γ and q controls the learning and forgetting rates. Matrix
exponentiation is to be performed element-wise.
Learning is performed between channel representations
xj of the inputs ξj and yj of the demonstrated outputs
ηj . Thus the output of the trained mapping will be a
channel representation ŷj of the predicted joint distribution of suitable steering and throttle commands, given the
current input. The distribution may be multi-modal, e.g.
with modes corresponding to turning left or right at an
intersection. The strongest mode η̂j = C † (ŷj ) is extracted
using channel decoding [16]. For a scalar output, three
orthogonal vectors w1 ∝ (. . . , 0, 2, −1, −1, 0, . . .)T , w2 ∝
(. . . , 0, 0, 1, −1, 0, . . .)T , w3 ∝ (. . . , 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, . . .)T are
used. The non-zero elements select a decoding window and
the strongest mode η̂j is obtained from r1 exp(i2π η̂j /3) =
(w1 + iw2 )T yj and r2 = w3T yj where i2 = −1 and r1 , r2
are two confidence measures [23], [7].
III. P ROPOSED M ETHOD (SOLAR)
The contribution of our method is three-fold: first, we
extend the existing associative Hebbian learning, as described
in the previous section, such that we can inject driving
goals, e.g. driving faster or imposing higher level priors
(i.e. driving directions), into the control process. Second, we
propose a complementary learning strategy by reward, i.e.,
learning from performance feedback. Last, we use a visual
constancy assumption regarding the road for the system to
autonomously generate performance feedback, providing for
self-reinforcement learning.

A. Adaptive Associative Mapping
Adaptivity of the associative mapping means to impose
soft constraints to the resulting control signal. For the
constraints, we can have two different cases: a) absolute
constraints and b) relative constraints.
Absolute constraints modify the prior probability of certain
ranges of output values. As a consequence of this prior
distribution, the order of modes in a multi-modal estimate
is determined. For instance, if we are approaching an intersection and the current control signal distribution has
three modes (corresponding to left, straight and right), the
prior distribution for ’left’ will strengthen the mode for
turning left, whereas the other two will be reduced. A similar
approach has been proposed for directing the attention in
driver assistance systems [24].
In technical terms, we consider the channel represented
output of the associative map, ŷ, as a likelihood function
and multiply it element-wise with the control prior yπ . Such
a prior can be determined from subsets of the training data
if relevant annotation exists. For the example of turns, the
separate training samples need to be annotated as ’left’,
’straight’, and ’right’. The prior distributions for each of the
cases is then obtained by marginalization, i.e., integration
over the set with the respective label. The applied control
prior yπ is then obtained by a mixture of the desired case
distribution (e.g. ’left’) and the conjugate prior for control in
general:
youtput = diag(yπ )ŷ = diag(wyleft + (1 − w)yconj )ŷ

.
(3)
The mixture weight w ∈ [0; 1) is determined empirically or
from timing statistics concerning the triggering of the prior
and the actual event.
The second case b) applies when adaptivity requires a
relative modification of the control signal, e.g. requiring
higher speed. In that case, we cannot apply an elementwise product as in (3), but a proper transformation, a full
matrix product in the general linear case. For the constant
offset case, we obtain a matrix operator in Toeplitz form,
a convolution operator. Let us assume that we change the
current control value η̂ to η̂ + ∆η. We want to determine
the corresponding new channel vector youtput in terms of ŷ.
Using the decoding scheme (Sect. II-B), we obtain a rotation
around the w3 -vector. Since the three vectors w1 . . . w3
are orthonormal, we can also use them to obtain the corresponding vector in the channel domain. That means, we
transform ŷ into the w1 , w2 -domain, apply a rotation with
α = 2π∆η/3, and transform the result back to youtput . By
algebraic manipulation, we obtain a convolution operation:


youtput = h1 h2 h3 ∗ ŷ
(4)
√
3 sin α − cos α + 1)/3, h2 = (2 cos α + 1)/3
where h1 = ( √
and h3 = (1 − 3 sin α − cos α)/3.
B. Learning by Performance Feedback
Reinforcement learning in the Hebbian framework requires
two operations on the learned mapping: a) strengthening

of connections (modes in the linkage matrix) corresponding
to correct predictions, and b) weakening connections corresponding to erroneous predictions.
Positive feedback, i.e. reinforcing correct predictions, is
accomplished by feeding back the current prediction as
training data and applying the update (2). Only the mode
in ŷ corresponding to the decoded prediction η̂ is preserved
as to avoid reinforcing alternative modes. Prior to updating,
the prediction may be altered according to Sect. III-A to
influence the mapping in a desired direction, e.g. encouraging
faster driving speed.
Negative feedback, i.e. inhibiting erroneous predictions, is
accomplished by reducing the strengths of the connections
in the linkage matrix C producing the undesired mode in ŷ.
The prediction η̂ is re-encoded, ỹ, and the outer product with
the encoded input x is formed. Each element in the linkage
matrix is multiplied with the corresponding factor of (1 −
λỹxT ), where 0 < λ ≤ (3/2)2 is a parameter determining
the influence of the feedback.
C. Self-Feedback by Road Prediction
Assuming visual constancy for a particular road, selffeedback by road predictive coding [25] is proposed. Hebbian
associative learning is used to learn to predict the visual
feature vector of the next frame (in the region close to
the vehicle) from the corresponding feature vector in the
previous frame.
A visual representation of the linkage matrix after training
is shown in Fig. 4. Activation of each feature is normalized to
balance the internal structure. The matrix has a block Toeplitz
like structure from the Kronecker products of the inputs and
the predictions. This corresponds to smoothing along each
of the three dimensions of the input features (orientation,
scale and horizontal position). This can be more directly
implemented as a smoothing operation or approximately as
an exponential moving average of old feature vectors. The
linkage matrix corresponding to using a moving average is
also shown in Fig. 4. The latter is implemented in the system.
The scalar product of the normalized predicted feature
vector and the normalized newly observed feature vector is
calculated for each frame, providing a similarity measure
between 0 (since entries are non-negative) and 1. The offset
from the mean similarity determines the feedback, if the current input is more similar to the predicted input than average,
positive feedback is provided as described in section III-B,
and vice versa for negative feedback. The feedback strength
is modulated depending on the absolute offset.
D. Summary of the SOLAR Algorithm
For both prediction and training, the concatenated channel encoding x of the GIST feature vector of a frame
is calculated according to Sect. II-A. For prediction, the
channel represented prediction ŷ = Cx is obtained. After
applying control priors (Sect III-A), the steering and throttle
commands are extracted according to Sect. II-B. For learning
from demonstration, the channel vector y representing the
steering and throttle provided by the human driver is obtained
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Fig. 4. (a) Linkage matrix for predicting visual features close to the vehicle,
the structure from the Kronecker product of orientation (8 coefficients), scale
(4 coefficients) and horizontal position (8 coefficients) is visible. Viewed as
a linear operator, it has a smoothing effect on the represented 3D features.
(b) Corresponding figure using the exponential moving average of previous
feature vectors.

according to Sect. II-A whereafter the linkage matrix C is
updated according to (2). Learning from performance feedback is implemented according to Sect. III-B. If activated,
self-feedback is applied according to Sect. III-C.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
For safety and legal reasons, experiments are performed
using a smaller vehicle. Experiments have been performed
outdoors on real roads under varying conditions. The results
are available in the supplementary video (see link on the
first page) for subjective evaluation. For objective evaluation
and comparability with earlier approaches, experiments were
also performed in a controlled indoor environment where
vehicle position data are available. Primarily, we compared
with qHebb learning [7]. In previous comparisons, it has
already been shown that qHebb is superior to optimizationbased associative learning, random forest regression, support
vector regression, online Gaussian processes, and LWPR
[7], [26]. Those comparisons are not repeated here. Efforts
were made to compare with an offline convolutional neural
network (CNN) approach [27], however, the execution speed
of the trained network was not sufficient for driving the
system in realtime.
Similar to [7], in all experiments, no information regarding
visual appearance of the track or shape of the track is
provided to the learning methods. Training samples (visual
features and corresponding control signals) are collected
from a human operator controlling the RC car using the
standard remote control. The task is to drive as close to the
middle lane markers on a reconfigurable track [9] as possible.
The setup is shown in Fig. 5 and in the supplementary video.
To verify the mode selection by higher level priors, experiments were performed on a track with intersections. The
results of these experiments are more visual in nature and are
presented in the supplementary video. The experiments show
that a weak prior is sufficient to select driving direction at an
intersection while the same prior applied at a different place
will not make the car leave the road; e.g. although providing
left prior in a right turn, the car follows the road to the right.
The prior distributions are set to y left | right (s) = 12 (1±s) for
left and right prior respectively (the signal range for steering,
s, is −1 to 1). The conjugate prior is set to the uniform

distribution.
The self-feedback behavior was evaluated in experiments
where the vehicle was first trained to go around the test track
with feedback disabled. After driving autonomously around
the track a few laps, the self-feedback was enabled. The selflearning was combined with a bias towards higher speeds.
A. Hebbian Learning Experiments
Both qHebb learning [7] and the proposed SOLAR perform online learning in real-time on-board the car as long as
the driver controls the car. For offline experiments (CNN, see
below), the training samples are stored on disk. Whenever the
operator releases the control, the learned regression (qHebb
or SOLAR) is used to predict steering signals and the robotic
car immediately drives autonomously.
For learning steering control, both qHebb and SOLAR
are supposed to perform equally well. In order to confirm
this, we performed a quantitative comparison using the same
technique as described in [9]. A red ball is tracked and using
a hand-eye calibration, it is projected down to the groundplane. Since we know the geometric layout of the track parts,
we can calculate the deviation from the ideal trajectory as
the normal distance of the current sample and the trajectory.
Tracking is performed by a separated system, providing no
information to the vehicle.
In contrast to qHebb, SOLAR is also capable of learning
speed control (throttle). We inject the goal of driving as fast
as possible and provide performance feedback depending on
the current control state. If the car is tending to leave the
track, a punishment is given as feedback and if the car is
driving along the ideal line, a reward is given as feedback
with a bias towards higher speeds.
B. Deep Learning Experiments
In the CNN experiment, we used the Caffe deep learning
framework [28] and a pre-trained reimplementation of the
AlexNet [27] neural network bundled with Caffe. Originally
designed for image classification, AlexNet was first adapted
to control the car instead. Its top three layers, i.e. those
responsible for object classification, were replaced with a
smaller and initially untrained network. To be precise, the
original three layers of 4096, 4096 and 1000 neurons each,
were replaced by three layers of 128, 128 and 2 neurons.
The two-neuron layer is the output, one for steering and one
for throttle control. The images from the camera are resized
to 224 by 224 pixels to match the framework.
The training parameters were left at their default values,
with one exception; the batch size was reduced from 256 to
20. This was due to the relatively small GPU memory (2GB).
Larger batch sizes could not be tried as they consume too
much memory.
Training was performed on 750 consecutive frames (50
seconds) of a sequence where the robotic car is manually
driven counter-clockwise around the test track. In addition,
750 throttle and steering servo samples used to control the
car have been recorded as ground truth. In training, the
sum of squared difference (or loss) between predicted and

ground-truth steering and throttle was minimized. The initial
loss was 0.2 and when the training was terminated after
1500 iterations, the final loss was 0.005. This loss was not
significantly lowered by further training.
C. Results
Fig. 5. Snapshot from the supplementary video. A robotic car is
trained from demonstration to drive autonomously on a reconfigurable
track. No information regarding visual appearance, track geometry, or
driving behavior is given initially.
Servo position
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An overview of the different approaches is given in table I.
The CNN (implementation from [28]) results presented here
confirms the results from [29], where the original CNN
implementation from [30] had been used. The latter is realtime capable, but prediction accuracy had not been sufficient
to drive the car successfully around the track. In an online
driving system, later inputs depend on previous outputs.
Thus a system may fail to follow a track although offline
predictions seem reasonable (and vice versa to some extent).
The CNN resulting from [28] was tested on a separate
750 frames test set from the same recording scenario as
used for training. A qualitative result can be observed in
Fig. 6. It shows the steering and throttle control of 200 frames
excerpted from the test sequence. The manual control signals
are compared to the predictions of the CNN. Although the
car is driven manually, the predictions of the network look
plausible.
Unfortunately, the CNN setup was unable to run online
as the trained network proved to be too computationally demanding for real-time use, even on the Linux-based desktop
computer used for training. The desktop GPU (an Nvidia
Geforce GTX 560 Ti) can process approximately 12 frames
per second, which is already below the 15 frames per
second output by the camera. The notebook-class GPU on
the robotic car (an Nvidia Geforce GTX 480M) is slower
and would thus be equally insufficient. It is also worth
mentioning that when Caffe is configured to evaluate the
CNN on the desktop CPU (an Intel Core i7 920 at 2.67
GHz), the throughput drops to approximately 0.6 frames per
second.
For the SOLAR algorithm and qHebb, computational
complexity is not a limiting factor and both learning and prediction are performed at video rate. A typical run of learning
from demonstration – autonomous driving – increasing speed
by throttle bias and positive feedback (this last step only for
SOLAR) is shown in Fig. 7.
As can be seen in this figure, the achieved steering
accuracy is comparable for both algorithms. This was to
be expected, since the learning from demonstration part of
SOLAR is very similar to qHebb, and confirms the hypothesis from Sect. IV-A. While qHebb is basically remaining
static when in autonomous mode, SOLAR is continuously
changing the mapping towards higher speed due to the
imposed prior. The effect is clearly visible in Fig. 7 as the
average speed goes up from about 0.5 m/s to 0.7 m/s during
the time from 120 s to 300 s.
At the same time, steering performance decreases, which
is expected since the previously learned steering control
patterns no longer fit to the changed vehicle dynamics, c.f.
140 s - 280 s. By punishing poor steering performance and
awarding good steering actions, the overall steering accuracy

0.5
0
−0.5

Manual control
CNN prediction
−1
1400 1420 1440 1460 1480 1500 1520 1540 1560 1580 1600
Frame no.

Fig. 6. Results from batch training using a CNN approach [28] in
comparison to manual control signals. Top: results for throttle; bottom:
results for steering.

TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF APPROACHES FOR VISUAL AUTONOMOUS DRIVING .
R ESULTS FROM [29], [9], [7], [26] ARE INCLUDED FOR COMPARISON .
Method
original CNN [29]
Random Forest [9]
LWPR [26]
qHebb [7]
CNN (this paper)
SOLAR (this paper)

Successful Driving
No, offline predictions
Yes, static track
With input projection
Yes, dynamic track
No (too slow)
Yes, dynamic track

Learning Time
Days (batch)
Hours (batch)
Video rate initially
Video rate (online)
Hours (batch)
Video rate (online)

improves eventually. New patterns that are valid for higher
speeds are generated. At 280 s - 300 s, i.e., more than one lap
around the track, the steering accuracy is at the same level as
for the low-speed case. Median values over these intervals are
presented in table II. The increased speed introduces slightly
larger deviations from the desired line, however the median
speed is significantly higher.
This behavior of SOLAR continues, since the prior pushes
the speed even higher and the system changes between
periods with increasing velocity level, more failures, and
several instances of negative feedback, and consolidation
periods with constant velocity, no failures, and mostly
positive feedback. In this way, the system acquires good
steering capabilities at successively higher speeds. Finally,
the reoccurring negative feedback due to steering error forces
the learning to no further increase the speed and the mapping
has converged to a maximum possible speed given the track
layout and the system’s (and teacher’s) latencies. The effect
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Fig. 7. Measured deviation from the ideal driving line and speed of the RC-car during (a) SOLAR online learning, (b) qHebb online learning [7] and
(c) SOLAR online learning with self-feedback. The line-color at the bottom indicates the driving mode: magenta – learning from demonstration, blue –
autonomous driving. The line-color above indicates the reinforcement feedback: green – positive, red – negative, magenta – self-feedback, white – none.
See the supplementary video, and section IV-C for an interpretation of these results.

of providing positive or negative feedback to the system is
immediate, thus feedback has to be provided timely, much
like training a dog.
For providing timely feedback, self-generated feedback
is evaluated, Fig. 7c. After initial training the system is
allowed to run four laps autonomously before self-feedback
is activated. This increases the speed of the vehicle. After
300 seconds, the system goes beyond its own capabilities
and manual control is required. After this, speed continues
to increase mostly without supervision. In the end, speed has
increased more than 0.2 m/s, similar to manual feedback,
however less manual supervision was required compared
to feedback learning in (a). Steering deviation decreases
(table II), mostly due to additional manual control.
In addition to the experiments performed in a controlled

environment, the system was tested outdoors on gravel and
paved roads. Results are available in the supplementary
video. The system is started completely untrained, after
occasional manual corrections during two minutes in the
night experiment, the vehicle follows the road autonomously.
Driving onto a different road type, additional training is
provided during 30 seconds, whereafter the system operates
autonomously.
V. C ONCLUSION
We have presented an online learning system based on
non-parametric joint distribution representations where different learning modalities are available. This generates a
teacher friendly HMI where the teacher may select any type
of learning at any time the teacher finds appropriate. The

TABLE II
M EDIAN SPEED AND DEVIATION FROM THE DESIRED TRAJECTORY,
EVALUATED OVER SELECTED INTERVALS CORRESPONDING TO
DIFFERENT PHASES OF THE EXPERIMENTS .

Phase
Initial training (man.)
Auto., after manual (a)
Auto., after reinf.
Auto., after manual (c)
Auto., after self-reinf.
Auto., after self-reinf.
Phase
Initial training (man.)
Auto., after manual (b)
Auto., after reinf.

SOLAR (this paper)
Time
Speed
Deviation
0-15s
0.5278
0.0812
40-110s
0.5249
0.0605
280-300s
0.7415
0.0862
40-110s
0.3150
0.2347
500-600s
0.4331
0.1517
1100-1200s
0.5440
0.1427
Time
0-18s
50-200s
Feedback

qHebb [7]
Speed
Deviation
0.3555
0.1494
0.3630
0.1492
learning not possible.

system, applied to learning autonomous visual road following, have in experiments demonstrated an ability to learn to
follow roads outdoors, with and without lane markers. In
indoor experiments, the system reached performance levels
beyond the demonstration of the teacher. Self-generated
feedback was also sufficient for increasing driving speed, at a
slower rate compared to manual feedback. Processing speed
is faster than required for video-rate processing both during
training and autonomous operation. Driving objectives, e.g.
higher driving speed and route selection from higher level
navigation systems, can be injected using priors.
Thus, learning to drive becomes very similar to human
learning of the same task. The proposed method works
superior to several state-of-the-art methods and achieves high
accuracy and robustness in the performed experiments on
a reconfigurable track. The ability of associative Hebbian
learning to represent multi-modal mappings is essential e.g.
at intersections and in future applications such as obstacle
avoidance, where several different actions are appropriate but
where the average of these actions is not.
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Supplementary files
Channel geometry
The following videos illustrate channel vector curves of N channels. The constant dimension
is projected away, leaving a curve in a (N-1)-dimensional space. The curve, together with the
(N-1)-simplex rotates in this (N-1)-dimensional space and is orthogonally projected to a 2D
space and drawn. Note that the curves are not changing shape, they are only rotating in high
dimensional spaces.
Four channels, 3D space
Five channels, 4D space
Seven channels, 6D space

The following videos illustrate the cone (in 3D, and the partially cone-like shape in higher
dimensional cases) generated by scaled channel vectors of N channels. The shape is
orthogonally projected to a 2D space and drawn. Note that the surfaces are not changing
shape, they are only rotating in high dimensional spaces.
Three channels, 3D space
Four channels, 4D space
Seven channels, 7D space

Hebbian Associative Learning
This video illustrates prediction using channel associative learning. During the video, the
input value sweeps from 0 to 2 and back to zero. The encoded input value is displayed as
scaled basis functions at the bottom of the figure. The elements of the ten by ten linkage
matrix C are displayed in the right figure as an image, however since the edge channels have
centers outside the representable interval, only the central eight by eight part of C is visible.
The left figure shows the corresponding represented joint distribution. The channel encoded
output is illustrated as scaled basis functions to the left. In the left figure, the sum of the
scaled basis functions is drawn with a dashed line.
Associative learning illustration

Non-linear Channel Layouts
The following videos demonstrate logarithmic and log-polar channel arrangements.
Time-logarithmic Channels
Each pixel in one of the PETS-sequences is channel encoded using regularly spaced channels
along the intensity axis and logarithmic channel placement along the time dimension. All
time values are set to one when encoding. Before encoding and adding a new frame, the timeintensity representation of each pixel is time-shifted using an approximation of the shifting
operator which is linear in the channel coefficients. The represented information in five
marked pixels is shown as plots where time is along the horizontal axis, with present time to
the left, and intensity along the vertical axis, with white at the bottom and black at the top.
Decoding of five pixels in a sequence

Log-polar Channel Layout
In the following sequences, each frame is encoded and decoded using spatial channels on a
log-polar grid and regularly spaced channels along the intensity. Spatial resolution is thus
lower close to the outer edge of the circle. However, intensity resolution is uniform across the
image and thus edges of large areas with similar intensity is preserved.
Sequence with translating cameraman image
Video from UAV and, the original video from the UAV

Autonomous Road Following Application
The first video demonstrates the use case of online learning autonomous road following. The
second video shows the capabilities of the demonstrator system.
Use case demo
Demonstrator system

